With resilience in their hearts, our men’s basketball team proudly claimed the 5th seed in the Midwest region of the NCAA tournament. This outstanding achievement displayed their determination and showcased their position among the nation’s elite teams.

The Hurricanes embarked on a journey that led them to the coveted Final Four stage for the first time in history. With relentless hard work and unwavering determination, they faced fierce opponents, leaving audiences in awe of their astonishing teamwork and skills. Despite their fearless efforts, when faced against the UConn Huskies, they lost the battle of the championships with a score of 52-72.

Their Final Four journey stands as a symbol of the indomitable spirit of Miami basketball. The NBA Draft presented excitement and joy in the second round once Jordan Miller and Isaiah Wong, two extraordinary athletes were selected by the Los Angeles Clippers and the Indiana Pacers respectively. Their achievements symbolize a combination of years of indomitable dedication, hard work, and commitment to excellence.
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